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MORE RAIN ON THE WAY

Thousands left without power
Outages affect at least 80,000 customers;
two North Bay deaths blamed on the storm
By Jakob Rodgers,
Robert Salonga, Rick Hurd
and Ethan Baron
Staff writers

The Bay Area began cleaning
up Thursday from a punishing
storm that left tens of thousands
of people in the dark, flooded
coastal businesses and killed two
people, even as two more atmospheric river storms line up in the
Pacific, poised to hit California in

the coming days.
Utility crews raced to restore
power to large chunks of the Bay
Area as officials in the region’s urban centers reported hundreds
of downed trees and numerous
washed-out roads from the latest powerful atmospheric river
to roar ashore this week. To the
west — most notably in Capitola
and Rio del Mar along the Santa
Cruz coast — one of the largest
storm surges in recent memory

Evan Sousa,
left, gets help
from Calvin
Drake pushing
water out of
his flooded
apartment
on Palmetto
Avenue in
Pacifica on
Thursday
morning.

caused significant damage to waterfront businesses and tourist attractions.
The damage assessments came
as meteorologists warned of more
rain in the forecast over the next
several days, with a parade of
storms marching across the Pacific Ocean toward Northern California promising to further inundate the Bay Area this weekend
and early next week.
“Be ready for more heavy rainfall with high probability of flooding, especially as we go into early
next week,” said Rick Canepa, a
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‘THIS IS GOING TO BE DEVASTATING FOR THE RESTAURANTS’

SEVERE WEATHER

Authorities
not forcing
people to
evacuate

First responders know it’s
a delicate dance between
risk and personal freedom
By Marisa Kendall
mkendall@bayareanewsgroup.com

As the Bay Area weathers a series of punishing storms, local officials are grappling with a familiar dilemma during both floods
and fires: What to do when people
refuse to flee for their own safety.
From San Jose, where homeless residents have been ordered
to move from rapidly rising creeks
and rivers, to Sonoma County,
where the Russian River is poised
to overflow this weekend, public
safety crews are trying to straddle the line between keeping residents safe and respecting their
right to make their own decisions.
It’s a delicate dance and one that
can quickly turn scary.
Firefighters rescued a man
from the raging Los Gatos Creek
in San Jose on Wednesday night
after flooding near South Bascom Avenue and the Southwest
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Zelda’s on the Beach restaurant co-owner Joshua Whitby surveys damage Thursday caused by the massive ocean surges that smashed
debris through windows and walls that face the Pacific in Capitola. Every waterfront business suffered damage.

HUGE STORM SURGE
HAMMERS CAPITOLA
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Homeowners
insurance may
not cover some
storm damages

Pier destroyed, stranding a popular restaurant; waterfront businesses flooded

Powerful waves
continue to
batter the
Capitola Wharf on
Thursday morning
after the storm
destroyed a
40-foot section
of the historic
structure.

By Ethan Baron, Julia Prodis
Sulek, Lisa M. Krieger
and Paul Rogers
Staff writers

The charming seaside village of Capitola was ravaged Thursday by ferocious
ocean swells that destroyed a
40-foot section of the historic
Capitola Wharf, inundated the
once-lively beachfront restaurants and flooded the picturesque painted bungalows that
line the beach, ripping off the
facade of one of them.
In the nearby beach town
of Rio del Mar, waves carrying
logs and debris crashed over a
sea wall and bashed into a string
of beachfront homes. Roiling
waves swallowed up more of
the landmark cement ship and
the pier leading to it, chronic
victims of past storms. At the
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk
up the coast, the raging San Lorenzo River that spills into the
Pacific Ocean exposed the base
of the Logger’s Revenge flume
ride, washing away boulders

By Ethan Varian
evarian@bayareanewsgroup.com

see them ruined and wonder if
they’ll ever be rebuilt.”
The damage was wrought by
near record-breaking waves that
pounded the coast Thursday
morning, coinciding with fierce
onshore winds and a high 5.7-

Punishing winter weather has
triggered flooding and mudslides
across the greater Bay Area the
past week, prompting evacuation
orders and damaging homes. But
some homeowners trying to file
insurance claims in the wake of
the storms might be surprised to
find they’re not covered.
That’s because while most
home insurance plans account for
rain and wind damage — such as
a blown-over tree crashing onto
your roof — the policies generally
don’t cover floods, mudslides or
debris flows.
“I think many people are going
be in a situation where they might
have a landslide or even flooding
and they may be out of luck when
it comes to coverage,” said Kami
Cady, personal lines manager
with Cassidy Insurance Agency
in Scotts Valley near Santa Cruz.
In designated flood-prone ar-
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that had protected it.
In Capitola, the gaping hole
in the 855-foot pier completely
cut off from shore the popular Wharf House restaurant
perched at the end of it. Its fate
remained perilous Thursday as
powerful waves blasted foun-
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